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In this paper I asses the exceptionally large number of seeming future tense constructions
in West Polesian (Eastern Slavonic) with Dahl’s (2000) survey. Dahl (2000) studied the
grammaticalisation of the future tense across European languages. He proposed different
construction families (or ‘gram families’ using his terminology), according to the
morphological strategy and the semantics of the constituents involved. By this criteria a few
languages like Finish lack any future tense constructions; whereas, Romance languages
have robust future tense constructions. In the light of data from recent fieldwork in Belarus,
West Polesian future tense constructions could fit into six of these families (examples 1-6).
On the one hand, this should not be surprising: according to the cross-linguistic surveys in
Bybee (1985) and Ultan (1978), future tense grams are reformed frequently. But, on the
other hand, no European language appears to have more than three grams for the future
tense in Dahl’s (2000) survey, and certainly not in the Slavonic family. These would be the
alleged grams following Dahl’s (2000) criteria:
(1) The inflectional imperfective future (p.319):
ja
ʃːjo
nɪ znatɪmu
skazatɪ
1SG.NOM what no know-FUT.SG
say
“I won’t be able to tell [it] (lit. I will not know to say).”
(2) The ‘have’ or de-obligative future (p.323):
vona
maj-ɪt-sa
ɾodɪtɪ ʋ ɪjulje
3.SG.NOM have-3SG-REF deliver in July
“She is due to deliver in July.”

[Source: Z10.1 00:20]

[Source: T12.8 EL 04:32]

(3) The de-volitive construction (p.322-323)
vona
xotʃ-e
kota
po-koɾmɪtɪ
[Source: Tor1.36 PR 01:51]
3.SG.NOM want-3SG cat
PERF-feed
“She is going to feed the cat (lit. She’ll be in the need to feed the cat).”
(4) The ‘become’-type or de-venitive future (p.322-324):
jek
vona stan-e
[xoɾoʃo] ɦutʃɪtɪ-sja,
COND
3SG.F. become.FUT-3SG well
study-REFL

[Source: Tor1.53 EL 03:28]

to
jɪjɪ
dadutj
premɪju
then
DAT.SG.F
give-fut.3pl prize
“If/when she will start to study hard, she will get a prize.”
(5) The Slavonic perfective present (p.323, 326):
batjuʃka, jak ʒeʒ ja, [...] sobeɾ-u
ɦetɪje piɾɪje?
[Source: Z2.6 03:07]
father how then 1SG.NOM gather-FUT.1SG these feathers
“Father (Orthodox priest), how will I gather all those feathers?”
(6) The Slavonic copular construction (p.324):
ʃːjo mɪ bud-em ɾobɪtɪ na Pasku? budem
pɾaznovatɪ [Source: P2.5PR 00:04]
what 1PL be.FUT-1PL do
in Easter be.FUT-1PL celebrate
“What are we going to do in Easter? We are going to celebrate it.”

In this paper, first, I present a general analysis of the grammaticalisation of the future-tense
grams, based on observations from the corpus I have elaborated, in which age, gender and
diatopic variation are recorded. Yet, I show that the only parameter that affects
considerably the choice of grams is geographic location. I use several tests or criteria in
order to determine the level of grammaticalisation of each of the forms (TABLE 1). The main
conclusion extracted from the analysis is this: besides the fact that many of the grams still
retain part of their original meaning; ASPECT and MODE restrictions are the main properties
which reveal different levels of grammaticalisation of the forms under study. Second, I
examine the less common (in Slavonic) grams (1-4) individually and describe their specific
functions or semantic nuances. The grams (1), (5) and (6) are the most versatile and are
used for expressing either intentions or predictions. The rest of the grams have more
restricted uses, particularly the de-obligative (2) and de-volitive (3) constructions, which
retain a fairly strong modal value. And third, I look at those grams from a historical and
typological perspective. I compare them with parallel structures in other European
languages which may have been in contact with West Polesian, terminating with a map of
possible areal connections. This way, (1), (2) and (3) could be related to Southern Slavonic
and Rusyn; (4) to Russian, Circum-Baltic languages and/or German; and (5) and (6) are
common to all Eastern Slavonic languages. Withal, the functions of these grams are not
necessarily shared with West Polesian (whose constructions for the future tense have more
competitors than in other languages). For example, the de-volitive (3) is found in Croatian,
but with a fairly desemantised (or non-volitive) meaning; whereas in West Polesian it can
only be employed to express a non-external obligation in the future. In sum, data from
recent fieldwork point out that the rich system of future tense constructions in West
Polesian is of typological interest, particularly with respect to European languages.
TABLE 1: Summary of the main grammaticalisation tests applied (+/‒ = relevance)
Test | Gram
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